Pigletfeeder

Pigletfeeder Single

Pigletfeeder with removable trough

Pigletfeeder

Mewaco farrowing

Most important features:
- A very easy to access dryfeeder for nursery piglets
- Much less spilled feed than with conventional piglet bowls
- Can be built into partition
- Requires half the floor surface area compared with conventional piglet bowls
- Large storage bunker
- White transparent feed bunker, assess feed content from a distance
- Trough manufactured from high quality type 304 stainless steel
- Accurately adjustable feed ration
- Watertight trough to feed liquid products
- Pigletfeeder with removable trough: trough is easy to clean after feeding liquid products
- Mewaco farrowing: all the advantages of the Pigletfeeder with 18 liter storage bunker and separate drinking trough
The VERBA Pigletfeeder is a very accessible feeder for piglets that’s easy to attach to the partitioning wall between two farrowing
pens. The Piglet feeder also comes with a horizontal U profile (standard 35 mm internal). The Piglet feeder is also available with a
removable trough. The trough is simple to remove and clean. The Piglet feeder must be attached to the wall and floor using
mounting brackets.
Guarantee: 7 Years on construction- and material faults.
Options: Mounting angles, 600mm high Pigletfeeder Model

FEED
Pigletfeeder Single
Pigletfeeder
Pigletfeeder removable
trough
Mewaco farrowing

ARTICLE

Single
Double
Double

a-b-c
a-b-c
a-b-c

4,5 ltr
10 ltr
10 ltr

W 350 x D 130 x H 500
W 240 x D 240 x H 500
W 240 x D 240 x H 500

1x2
2x2
2x2

1 x 15
2 x 15
2 x 15

5-20 kg
5-20 kg
5-20 kg

0
0
0

3 kg
3 kg
3 kg

A00-0458
A00-0459
A00-0462

Double

a-b-c

18 ltr

W 365 x D 250 x H 790

2x2

2 x 15

5-20 kg

1

9 kg

A00-4120

Feed: a= pellet, b= crumb, c= meal, d=meal mixed with max. 35% CCM and/or weat/barley
The number of animals specified for each feed dispenser is an indication only and can depend on genetics, feed type, mineral
regulations, legislation

Pigletfeeder trough
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